Modified adenoviral vectors ablated for coxsackievirus-adenovirus receptor, alphav integrin, and heparan sulfate binding reduce in vivo tissue transduction and toxicity.
Coxsackievirus and adenovirus receptor (CAR), alphav integrins, and heparan sulfate glycosaminoglycans (HSGs) are the tropism determinants of adenoviral (Ad) vectors in vivo. For the development of a targeted Ad vector, its broad tropism needs to be blocked (or reduced). We have previously developed Ad vectors with ablation of CAR, alphav integrin, and HSG binding by mutation of the FG loop in the fiber knob (deletion of T489, A490, Y491, and T492 of the fiber protein), deletion of the RGD motif of the penton base, and substitution of the fiber shaft domain for that derived from Ad type 35, respectively, and have shown that this triple-mutant Ad vector [Ad/deltaF(FG)deltaP-S35-L2] exhibits significantly lower transduction in mouse liver compared with the conventional Ad vector [Koizumi, N., Mizuguchi, H., Sakurai, F., Yamaguchi, T., Watanabe, Y., and Hayakawa, T. (2003). J. Virol. 77, 13062-13072]. In the present study, we optimized the fiber knob mutation for further reduced in vivo transduction and examined toxicity of the modified Ad vectors. Ad/deltaF(AB)deltaPS35- L2, a triple-mutant Ad vector containing a mutation of the AB loop in the fiber knob (R412S, A415G, E416G, and K417G), mediated approximately 15,000- and 500-fold lower mouse liver transduction by intravenous and intraperitoneal administration, respectively, than the conventional Ad vector, and mediated 10- fold lower mouse liver transduction than did Ad/deltaF(FG)deltaP-S35-L2. Ad/deltaF(AB)deltaP-S35-L2 also exhibited lower transduction of other organs compared with Ad/deltaF(FG)deltaP-S35-L2 and the conventional Ad vector. Levels of both liver serum enzymes (aspartate transferase [AST] and alanine transferase (ALT)] and interleukin (IL)-6 in mouse serum after intravenous administration of Ad/deltaF(AB)deltaP-S35-L2 were similar to those in the nontreatment mouse serum, whereas the conventional Ad vector led to high levels of AST, ALT, and IL-6. We therefore succeeded in further improving the mutant Ad vector, abolishing both viral natural tropism and toxicity. This new Ad vector appears to be a fundamental vector for targeted gene delivery.